INTRODUCTION
The Irish in Britain during the Second World War occupied an anomalous and much misunderstood position, being in Bronwen Walter's apposite analysis, "outsiders inside," a large minority of nationals of a neutral country residing in a belligerent one. Simultaneously invisible, due to their whiteness and cultural similarities, and hyper-visible as aliens of a neutral country, they were strictly regulated with new forms of identification and police checks. Along with citizens of enemy countries such as Germans and Italians, the Irish "also attracted hostility and suspicion as Fifth Columnists and spies." The Irish community was not, in fact, demonstrably disloyal to the Allies, but instances such as those reported by Cardinal Hinsley of Westminster to Archbishop Downey of Liverpool of priests and nuns carrying letters from Britain to Ireland to avoid censorship would have stoked fears if they had become public. 1 While major narratives of the Irish in Britain have recognized adult experiences in the war, children have remained liminal or absent. This can be explained by limited sources, but it also suggests a collective cultural amnesia regarding Irish people's role in a war that was not their "people's war." This placed them outside the "imagined community" response to the war by adults and children alike. In Cadogan and Craig's analysis of the Second World War "in children, especially, patriotism was intense and uncomplicated, and from the beginning girls as well as boys were enthusiastic in their efforts to participate." Did Irish children similarly engage in such efforts? 2 Elsewhere I have argued for the concept of "historical myopia" in excluding the contributions of Irish women to the British home front effort; here I wish to shine a light on the experiences of children as viewed from the same source material, Irish travel permit applications made in Britain during the Second World War. Such applications, made by adults on behalf of children under sixteen years, reveal the concerns, journeys, and profile of Irish children, many of whom were being evacuated, and some of whom had experienced evacuation within Britain before exiting to Ireland.
IRELAND, EMIGRATION, AND THE SECOND WORLD WAR
There were well-trodden migration paths to Britain by the Second World War of both seasonal and more permanent varieties. Groups laboring on the farms of Scotland and northern England included children. The 1937 investigation into seasonal migration found children were predominant in groups originating from Achill Island, County Mayo, and Donegal that went to "Ayrshire in June for the early potato lifting and thence to other districts for the later crop, returning to Ireland about the beginning of November." They worked with just a few men under the direction of a male "gaffer," the rest of the group being women. 3 A dramatic shift occurred during the war as migrants were actively recruited for the British home front and forces. Scholarship over recent decades has concluded that Ireland's neutrality was a compromised one, with the sharing of intelligence, resources, and, crucially, workers-all elements that violated accepted definitions of strict nonalignment. The previously held assumption of Ireland's "Plato's Cave" status as asserted by Lyons-that Ireland, isolated from the exigencies and impacts of war, emerged in the aftermath blinking in disbelief-has been widely discredited. Many historians have detailed involvement between the two governments and contributions of volunteer soldiers and female auxiliaries, all of which demonstrate an interconnected, politically sensitive policy understood as a pro-Allied form of benevolent neutrality. This has undermined nationalist definitions of Ireland as defining its independence by neutrality, and it stands in contrast also to understandings of the war as being a "high water mark of Britishness" if significant minorities of its civilian and soldiering populations were not, in fact, British. War was a hard-hitting reality for thousands of Irish emigrants, including children. 4 This essay explores two core narratives: wartime immigrant children and the tangled relationship between Ireland and Britain that shaped their experiences.
While the source material used does not emanate from children themselves, it does, however, shine a light on them, and I attempt to explore their perspective as much as possible. This is a different, but fundamentally important lens with which to view this history. As Mintz has argued: "childhood . . . is the true missing link: connecting the personal and the public . . . the domestic and the state." Another applicant, Mrs. B., a thirty-eight-year-old housewife, stated she was evacuated from Liverpool to Wigan in her application to visit her three evacuated children in Louth. 7 Despite frequent references in contemporary newspapers (indicating this was not a secretive process), evacuation stories in Ireland are rare and largely forgotten in the literature on the "Emergency."
Tuttle has argued for contrasting paradigms of the family in the 1930s and 1940s: whereas the Great Depression had "centripetal momentum," pulling families together for survival, the war had a "centrifugal momentum," which forced families to rearrange roles, often pulling them apart. Emigration and evacuation were forces that may have taken immigrant children away from their wider networks of family and community who would have helped to normalize or ease the fear of air raids. Tracing this history from the child's perspective poses challenges in terms of an evidence base. As Maynes has highlighted:
"children cannot and do not speak for themselves in most historical records about them." 8 This is the case with the evidence this essay draws on: analysis of over 23,000 travel permit applications from Irish people in Britain, specifically, the 2,600 applications that were made on behalf of 4,378 children: 2,168 boys, 2,137 girls, and seventy-six children whose gender wasn't stated. 9 The evacuation of children internationally had parallels to the Irish expe-
rience. An official scheme for evacuating children was coordinated by the Children's Overseas Reception Board (CORB), and 2,664 children were evacuated from Britain in 1940 to Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa, although approximately 14,000 children had been evacuated via private schemes as war loomed. This is in addition to the mothers, children, and persons with disabilities evacuated in the six months before the war. Given the absence of travel regulations between Britain and Ireland, it is impossible to know how many Irish children were similarly evacuated in the months preceding the conflict, but they were among the 4,078,000 people who had evacuated by September 1944.
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GLIMPSES OF IRISH EXPERIENCES OF WAR IN BRITAIN
The propensity of Irish migrants to settle in major urban centers in Britain ensured they were in the direct firing line when aerial attacks occurred. Indeed, the highest proportion of applicants (27 percent While this may have been a real concern shared by parents, it seems curious that it emerged in the context of dangers from air raids: potential dangers to the soul were ranked equally important with physical dangers. In addition, there was a practical problem of who should look after children when foster parents attended their own religious services. In many cases, the Catholic teacher evacuated with the children looked after them, but continual problems arose due to different faiths within the Protestant fold having services at different times.
By 1944, bombings of Liverpool had ceased, and the city became a receiving center for London evacuees. A July 1944 memo from the Archbishop of
Westminster reveals concern that as the official scheme did not record children's faith, they should have "some external though unobtrusive indication of their religion" with the suggestion that parents or teachers write "the word 'Catholic' or 'R.C.' on the label which the child wears." There was a further request that Catholic parish priests be allowed to scan lists of offered billets to identify Catholic homes, a request complied with by the Public Assistance Committee, coordinators of the scheme. 13 Irish children were literally labeled with difference if they were Catholic, which the majority were.
It is interesting to speculate whether experiences of evacuation within Although mothers were not required to obtain travel or exit permits according to the official announcement, applications recording evacuation can be found in the records, including some from English nationals refused permits because they needed to travel on British ones. This suggests second or subsequent generations of Irish in Britain utilized family networks to get their children to safety, as well as women married to Irish citizens, who were allowed to participate in the scheme. Children ranged from one week up to the age limit of fifteen years. The large nature of Irish families is attested to with some families bringing seven children, but the average number of children traveling was 3.3.
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Intending passengers needed to state why they were traveling, and thus many persons evacuating children, or visiting children previously evacuated, are revealed (table 1) . 19 Out of a total of 23,481 applications analyzed, 23,040
had explanations. 20 Of this, a total of 1,169 were reasons directly war related.
Many were visiting children left in Ireland or evacuated there or were returning to collect children previously evacuated. Mr. T. from Sligo, working in the building trade, applied from Bolton, Lancashire, in June 1941, for a permit as he was "going to take my baby home from my parents," an indication that being separated from children did not suit everyone, and as table 1 shows, a total of 43 applicants were doing the same.
The key message from the above data is this: Irish people were using the vocabulary of war to explain their reasons for return. In their own words, they were articulating their journeys in the broader context of the conflict, and given that they were not restricted in this section of the form in how they expressed their reasons for return, they wished to convey the seriousness of their purpose.
These were not holidays; they were flights from bombs, visits to evacuated children, or journeys to ensure their safety. Table 1 One of the crucial differences of being evacuated within Britain as opposed to Ireland was that the British authorities guaranteed food, board, and access to provisions such as winter clothes and boots for the most needy in certain areas.
The scheme for evacuating women and children was undertaken on the condition that the women would not become a liability to the state. This, however, was either not understood by some women, or else was regarded as a flexible rule.
The case of Mrs. F. in Mayo is illustrative. 23 On arriving in Ireland in 1941, she applied for home assistance on reaching her father-in-law's house in Mayo.
She had been receiving assistance in Liverpool, her husband being unable to work due to poor health. Mrs. F. claimed she was told she would get compa- Cornwall, before returning to London and experiencing air raids. Finally, the family was divided, with the two girls being evacuated to an Essex convent and the two boys to a private house, with subsequent relocations for them to various boarding schools. In Carroll's account, the evacuation arrangements were inadequately assessed, and while they had been well looked after in Cornwall, the family suffered from abusive and unscrupulous treatment in some placements.
In his own words "living with someone in loco parentis, euphemistically called our 'foster mother' with whom you had no relationship whatsoever, no bonds of love or affection . . . leaves you . . . completely destitute of any bearings." 25 Carroll's bitter indictment of the consequences of evacuation on his family (alcoholism and psychological damage) do not account for his difficult family circumstances, but his testimony speaks to the isolation, confusion, and panic that must have been felt by other children.
CONCLUSION
Irish immigrant children in Britain benefitted from the networks of kith and kin in Ireland and avoided some of the tragic effects of belligerency on children.
Their history is hidden, and their stories have yet to be told, although fictional accounts such as Joan O'Neill's Daisy Chain War reveal a latent awareness.
Permit applications confirm that not only were Irish people evacuating their children due to their own desires, they were participating in the official scheme.
Indeed, one evacuee of Irish ethnicity, Pauline Donovan, was described as the "best loved evacuee in Britain" in the Irish Independent.
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The Irish, akin to the Italians in Ugolini's analysis, have been placed in a figurative "no-man's land" when it comes to commemoration in Britain 27 and have not been featured in Irish historiography of the period thus far. Unlike the children of the kindertransport, these were not refugees fleeing from the oppression of an aggressor; they were Commonwealth citizens being assisted home or to relatives within Ireland. The relatively mundane nature of this evacuation may explain this lack of attention.
Welshman, in his sensitive exploration of the experience of evacuation, asks some questions which are pertinent to Irish children:
What was it like to be sent away? Did evacuation permanently alter relationships with brothers and sisters, and between children and parents? How did children feel when they finally returned home? And what was the significance of love and separation for the children's subsequent lives? 28 These can apply to Irish cases but may have very different answers considering that migration was common in Irish families. Further questions to be added to Welshman's list might be: was a child's nationality taken into consideration and did it make any difference to the experience of evacuation? Does nationality play any part in why they are forgotten in the collective memory that exists in Britain about the war?
Ireland, an independent country with a new constitution asserting its sovereignty, was publicly and staunchly neutral, yet it received assistance and significant funding to bring back its own citizens; indeed it appears the Irish state did very little in this process. It could have paid for or provided vessels or transport within Ireland, contributed towards billeting allowances or issued families with necessary provisions. It did none of this, the greatest assistance appearing to come from the Red Cross. These stories are important because the "people's war" was also a children's war, and Irish children were undeniably a part of it, if a forgotten part of it so far.
NOTES
The primary research from which this paper is drawn was completed during an 
